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Type Forward foundry EULA for the Free fonts:

Oddval Text SemiBold
Oddval Text SemiBold Italic

End User License Agreement
version 1.2 October 2022

This document is the End User License Agreement between Spacetype Ltd., 
referred to from now on as "Type Forward" (the Licensor), and the user (Licensee), 
which could be an individual, company, organization, or other.

By downloading, installing, or using "Type Forward's" free fonts, you agree to the 
terms of use stated in this document.

A font file can only be considered "free" if it is explicitly labeled by "Type Forward."

Allowed Uses:

1.1: You can use all "Type Forward's" free fonts for personal and commercial work.

1.2: You can install and use them on an unlimited number and types of devices.

1.3: You can use all "Type Forward's" free fonts to create any vector or raster image. 
You can apply them to all different media like print materials, web usage, video or 
photo editing, designing logos, or any other graphic.

1.4: You can use "Type Forward's" free fonts for any kind or number of print 
materials. 

1.5: You can upload and use "Type Forward's" free fonts on websites with unlimited 
pageviews to create websites, web templates, and others.

1.6: You can use the free fonts to create Web and Mobile Applications with no 
limitation on distributing your applications.

1.7: You can use all free fonts to create any file on-screen, such as e-books and 
e-magazines, website templates, mobile and computer applications, or games. 
You can use the fonts in any software as well. 
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Allowed Embedding:

2.1: You can embed the free fonts into any document you send to third parties. 
Such documents may be viewed, printed, and edited by the recipients.

2.2: You can embed the free fonts into web pages.

2.3: You can embed the free fonts into any software or hardware product where 
the purchasers of such products will view and use the fonts.

2.4: You can generate web-font packages from the font files in a third-party 
program or generator.

Allowed Modifications:

3.1: You can import characters from the font as graphical objects into any drawing 
or editing program and modify such graphical objects. But you are not allowed to 
edit the font software itself.

Modifications that are not allowed:

4.1: You cannot modify, rework, or edit the font software itself in any font editing 
program, app, or software without "Type Forward's" prior approval.

4.2: You cannot create derivative works based on the free font files themselves 
without "Type Forward's" prior approval.

4.3: You cannot commission a third party to modify, rework, or edit the free font 
files without "Type Forward's" prior permission.

The distribution that is not allowed:

5.1: You cannot distribute, sell, resell, or give away any versions of the fonts or 
derivative works based on the free fonts without "Type Forward's" prior consent.
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If you have any questions feel free to contact us at:
contact@typeforward.com

If you like our free products, we would appreciate it if you give us credit, so we can 
continue making them.

Ownership:

6.1: By agreeing to this EULA, you receive the right to use this free font.
But you are not receiving the copyright to the design or the fonts' ownership.


